
Birds of a Feather Session



Data Models
Situational Awareness
SAP Integration
Templates
Geoprocessing

Smart Grid
Logistics
Transmission GIS
EGUG
Other Topics



Geometric networks—reliability; support for 
vector math (complex numbers); ability to 
implement engineering models; network 
datasets? Next version of geometric networks.
Smart grid makes the need for fixing the 
geometric network issues paramount—you 
won’t get a smart grid without fixing this.
Real-time GIS? No. But the need to extract the 
connected network more frequently will occur. 
Exporting data for analysis and import result is 
becoming archaic.



GIS needs to evolve to support robust system 
operation requirements and underlying 
technical requirements.
Begin thinking about data models for the next 
version; consider also the tools for maintaining 
and revising the data model. It would be 
preferable to have the ability to change schema 
more rapidly. Reconsider the entire life cycle of 
the data model and its use (logical versus 
physical model).



Situational Awareness—good for execs, but maybe 
not for those who are keeping the system running. 
It's not to exclude execs as much as look at 
similarly styled tools for those at a technical level.
Geoprocessing—previous versions are not what 
they wanted, but might be better in the future. 
Maybe less visible in previous versions. Maybe 
better ways to use—connect to a button, for 
example. Using applications written previously 
that still work—no business needs to change. 
Maybe MS-like “tools/macro/record”
functionality.



Need utility geoprocessing training—ideally, 
Web based. Need more sample models that 
illustrate basic coding techniques. Too many 
environmental models. Help in hooking into 
Windows features; run as scheduled task, etc.
Error indications with no information about 
what the error is or why it occurred. Better 
error trapping, standard decision logic.
Noted the tutorial material that comes with 
ArcGIS—this needs to be more evident.



Developer sample—domain tool; highlighting for those 
in the room. Move this kind of tool into core. Helps 
determine domain related issues. Type of topic for Pat 
to address in EC.
Noted about digital delivery of ESRI pubs.
More training content in the technical sections of the 
EGUG meeting.
Noted the value of the developer conference; possible 
issue with it always being in Palm Springs.
Recordings of the EGUG sessions.
Doctor’s office/help desk.
Apply ESRI UC free registrations to other events.
Better Citrix support. 9.4 really needs Citrix 
certification. We can’t test the software for you.


